Thinking of switching carriers?
The grass isn’t always greener on the other side...
As an owner-operator, you have the freedom to decide which carrier to drive for. At some point, you may wonder, “will I
make more money if I switch to a different carrier?” While the answer depends on several factors, remember that switching
carriers comes with expenses that you may not anticipate. Let’s break it down:
Three Weeks of Lost Revenue
Let’s assume that you’re bringing in $3,000/week in gross revenue, and you make
the decision to switch carriers. What’s involved? You’ll have to wind down at the
old carrier, and turn in property (trailers, satellite, permit books, etc.). At the new
carrier, you’ll attend orientation, have your truck inspected, bobtail to your first
trailer and deadhead to the first load, deliver the first load and submit the POD.
All this happens before receiving your first settlement check. Let’s assume this will
take 3 weeks.

-$9,000

Variable Costs
Fuel and maintenance costs aren’t incurred when you’re not driving, so those
savings reduce the cost of the switch.

+$3,100

Subtotal of Lost Revenue
Before we take the ‘learning curve’ into account, we’re already almost $6,000
behind. It won’t be easy to make this up!

-$5,890

Lost Revenue Getting Ramped Up
After you start at the new carrier, it will take a while to get settled. New drivers
are often planned with caution until the carrier knows they can service the loads
on time. You may have to prove yourself several times before the carrier fully
understands your ability to service certain loads. Additionally, a new driver may
make mistakes while figuring out the technology, customer base, and business
practices and procedures at the new carrier. Let’s estimate a $5,000 cost to the
driver for getting up-to-speed, but it could be much more than that.

-$5,000

First Year Cost of Switching Carriers
After factoring in your ramp-up costs, a carrier move becomes even more
expensive. More than half are direct costs up-front, but the residual costs can
take months to truly understand.
Oh, and don’t forget about your fixed costs...
Remember those 3 weeks you were out of business? Your fixed costs don’t stop
during the transition. These include truck payments and insurance (both truck and
personal). These expenses still exist, and you have to figure out how to cover the
costs without an income. The mortgage or rent, food, utilities, cell phones, auto
payments/repair, and more are also adding up! You’ll have to have around $4,500
on top of the $8-10,000 you’re already losing.

-$10,890

-$4,500

Are you willing to lose over $10,000 to make the switch?
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